INTRODUCTION
Recently, there have been published two different proposals for expressing the dependence of numerical software on the environment. One proposal, which is essentially described in two papers [1,2] ** characterizes the dependence of the software on the machine architecture essentially in terms of the representation of floating point entities in the machine. The second, mere recent proposal, described in [3] characterizes the dependence of the software on the environment in terms or models both of the floating point numbers and or the behavior of the arithmetic unit of the machine.
The purpose of this paper is to expose and clarify the differences and similarities between these two approaches. It is the author's opinion that the two approaches interpreted in their strictest sense serve two distinct purposes. When each is interpreted imprecisely, their roles overlap.
In order that the comparisons briefly discussed below are fully understood, we need to briefly summarize the separate approaches. Since our interest here is in the parameterization of the numerical aspects of the environment, the nonnumerical parameters'.discussed in [1] and the considerations of implementation discussed in [2, 3] will not be considered here.
PARAMETERIZATION IN TERMS OF THE REPRESENTATION
In [1], there is described and defined a collection of parameters which characterizes the set of all floating point numbers in terms of their representations on current machines. The assumption underlying this characterization, which is not explicitly stated, is that all machines use a positional notation with a fixed radix and fixed length to represent floating point entities. Thus, quantities such as the radix of the representation, the number of radix digits in the significand, the smallest and largest positive numbers in the set of floating point numbers (denoted "representable" numbers) such that both the number and its negation are representable, are defined. These parameters, then, characterize the salient properties of the representable floating point numbers.
Other parameters are included which have more relevance to preparing mathematical software. For example, the relative precision parameter, known in various papers as MACHEP, is defined so that it can be used to determine negligible numbers compared to one in additive operations. Another such parameter is the symmetric range parameter which is the largest positive representable number such that its negation, its reciprocal, and its negative reciprocal each can be approximated by a representable number within a relative error of the relative precision parameter.
At first sight, the fatter parameters seem to be simply related to the former set; however, such relations are not machine independent in general.
To complement this set of parameters, three functions were defined which permitted access to the size and representation of any floating point number. Briefly, one function determined the integer exponent of an entity X, when expressed in a standard exponent-fraction form, another determined a number that was small relative to X (that is, the largest positive number X which could be considered negligible when involved with X in additive operations), and a third function formed a floating point entity from an integer exponent and another entity containing the fractional part,
The above definitions were designed to make the parameterization of the environment dependent as much as possible on the representation of floating point entities. This is not strictly adhered to in terms of the detailed definitions in at least two instances. The relative precision parameter and the negligible number function are defined in terms of the additive operations and so depend on the arithmetic unit. This anomoly could be avoided by defining these items in terms of the number of radix digits in the representation. The second instance where a defintion was not tied to the re.pre.s~Rtation of entities is that the integer exponent function is defined in terms of a canonical exponent-fraction representation of numbers instead of the representation of the machine. This was done for uniformity of the returned result on different machines for the same numbers and at the same time permits floating point numbers to be decomposed and synthesized without the introduction of rounding errors.
One goal of the above approach was to define the parameters and functions basically in terms of the representation. As the above discussion illustrates, such definiiions may conflict with other important considerations such as portability, and here the definition of the exponent-fraction manipulation functions was modified to satisfy the more importa,t consideration of portability.
This goal may also conflict with the desire to obtain suitable and precise definitions for all hardware. A case in point is the definition of. the relative precision parameter where the definition given in [1] breaks down on unusual hardware. This parameter is defined in [1] as the smallest number e such that for the computed and stored quantities 1-e and l+e,l-e<l<l+e. This definition is not *Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy. **Numbers in brackets designate references at the end of the abstract. suitable for a machine with a large number of guard digits whose rounding strategy is to round to the nearest odd significand. The resulting e for such a machine is not suitable [or the relative precision parameter as it cannot be used to measure negligible numbers in additive operations with numbers near 1 as well as 1 itself. One other common definition for e is the radix raised to a power of I minus the number of radix digits in the representation but this is not completely satisfactory for processors that perform proper rounding.
Consequently, we see a major disadvantage with this approach in constraining the definitions of the parameter and functions to the representation of floating point numbers. It appears to be very difficult to define the parameters in a portable yet reliable manner for all machines. For this approach to be workable as an implemented feature in a language, the definitions may need to be adjusted to each environment to satisfy the intent of the original definitions.
These difficulties with this approach lead one naturally to the second approach [2] . Rather than treating directly the diverse computing environments, it might be better to define a model of a computer, and then state the definitions of the parameters and functions in terms of the model. The four parameters of the general model are: 1) the radix of the model numbers; 2) the effective number of base radix digits; 3) the maximum exponent for model numbers; and 4) the minimum exponent for model numbers. The environment parameters include these four parameters plus three others; 1) a large positive number near the overflow threshold, set equal to the radix raised to the power of the maximum exponent minus 1;2)a small positive number near the underflow threshold, set equal to the radix raised to the minimum exponent; and 3) a number considered negligible when compared to 1, set equal to the radix raised to the effective number of base radix digits in the model minus 1.
The three basic analysis and synthesis functions are: 1) a function to extract the exponent of a floating point entity interpreted as a number within the model; 2) a function to extract the fraction of a floating point entity interpreted as a number within the model; and 3) a function to form a floating point entity from an integer exponent and the fractional part of a given floating point entity. Also, two basic precision functions are defined: 1) a function to determine the maximum absolute spacing in the model near a given floating point entity; 2) a function to determine the reciprocal of the maximum relative spacing in the model near a given floating point entity.
The key to understanding the approach is the specification of the effective number of base radix digits. The choice of this parameter is determined by the behaviour of the arithmetic unit. The idea is to penalize the specific model of the machine by reducing this number until a specified set of axioms and conditions characterizing the behavior of the arithmetic unit are all satisfied.
This approach now has three major advantages over the earlier approach. First; the definitions of the environment parameters are in terms of the general model and so can provide clean unambiguous definitions. Second, the intended use of the parameters can be specified clearly in terms of the model. And third, statements that specify the behavior of the software in terms of the model can conceivably be proven by relying on the axioms characterizing the model's arithmetic.
But it is just these axioms that make the model approach very difficult to use in practice. The difficulty comes in determining the effective number of radix digits. To be sure of your choice, one must carefully and thoroughly analyze the algorithms which implement the arithmetic operations on a specific machine. With straightforward arithmetic units, such verification is tedious but possible. With the more unusual arithmetic units, such verification can be very difficult indeed.
USES OF EACH APPROACH
We have referred to some of the advantages and disadvantages of each approach in terms of the ease with which the parameters and functions are defined. In this section, we compare the uses or each approach.
In the first approach, the intent of the definitions is to constrain the parameters and functions to be dependent on the representation of the floating point numbers alone. None of the parameters (except for convenience and ease of definition) depend critically upon the behavior of the arithmetic unit. Consequently, the characterization of the machine environment using the first approach is most appropriate where the dependence of the software on the environment is in terms of the representation.
The second approach, on the other hand, applies to situations where the dependence of the software on the environment involves the behavior of the arithmetic unit. For example, algorithms that depend upon the size of rounding errors in each operation can thus be written in terms of the model parameters, thereby yielding reliable portable software. Also, as the model guarantees a regular and controllable behavior for the arithmetic operations as specified by the axioms, and the precision functions as well, algorithms can more readily be analyzed and may be proven correct within the model. Because of the manner in which the effective number of base radix digits is determined, the model is deteriorated by the least accurate arithmetic operation. Thus, a specific program which does not use such imprecise arithmetic operations may be unduly penalized.
Whereas the parameters and functions for the first approach are determined in general by the representation alone, some of the functions defined in the second approach are determined by both the model and the representation. For example, the function (x) returns the fraction determined by the model but is as precise as the machine; that is. the returned fraction may not be the fraction of any model number. The maximum absolute spacing function returns a number that is determined by the model alone and not the representation of the argument. The maximum relative spacing, on the other hand, may return a number that is not e model number. Consequently, the algorithms that use the precision functions must be analyzed in terms of the possibly less precise model rather than the precision of the machine, despite the fact that the precision functions seem to address the representation of floating point entities on the machine.
CONCLUS ION
Ulxm considering the two approaches to parameterization of the environment for floating point computation, there emerges two distinct uses for environment parameters. On one hand, the parameterization permits machine wide analysis of the algorithms, and on the other hand, permits machine wide control and formulation of algorithms for numerical software.
In the past, we have performed the analysis under the assumption that our algorithms would be executed on a well-behaved hypothetical arithmetic unit that satisfied some straightforward and useful axioms for floating point arithmetic. When implementing such algorithms, we had two choices; either machine constants were suitably adjusted where the constants were critical for the reliable behavior of the software so that the resulting software was safe, or machine constants were used directly where there was no danger of producing incorrect or misleading results.
Ideally, we are striving for a machine environment that makes this final choice unnecessary. Such an ideal requires the general availability of the perfect hardware. However, it is not clear that the perfect hardware is forthcoming in the near future. Thus, it seems inappropriate at this time to implement one parameterization of the environment to the exclusion of the other. Possibly, the two approaches can be merged so that we can have the best of both approaches.
